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MODEL UNITED
NATIONS IS 
OUR PASSION.

Best Delegate has completely changed
me. I know that I've grown with

confidence and I will definitely take
what I've learned back to Texas. I'll
show everyone that Best Delegate

changed me as a whole and brought
out the best in me. Thank you Best

Delegate, the MUN Institute is
something I will forever cherish and

never forget!

 

- Audrey, 16
Texas

2020
PROGRAM GUIDE

In MUN, students work together to solve the world's
biggest problems: war, poverty, climate change,

discrimination, terrorism, and more. 

 

MUN teaches students public speaking, debate,

negotiation, critical thinking, problem solving, research,

writing, teamwork, and leadership -- all valuable skills for
college, career, and lifelong learning. 

 

And MUN is fun! Students get to travel to cities around the
United States, make new friends, and meet peers from
across the globe. 

 

Our students learn from the MUN Mentors - the best and
most inspiring leaders from the best college MUN teams in
the United States. 

 

After the MUN Institute, students start clubs, organize
conferences, and win awards. Our alumni have also gone
on to attend prestigious colleges, including Harvard,

Yale, Georgetown, and more. 

 

We started the MUN Institute because we know MUN
changes lives. Personally, MUN gave us the skills and
confidence we needed to get into Yale and UCLA, find our
first jobs at Fortune 100 companies, and start a global
education company. 

 

We know that MUN has changed not only our lives, but the
lives of our friends and our students. MUN prepares
today's students to become tomorrow's leaders. And the
students who do MUN today will change the world one
day. 

 

Thank you for sending your child to the Model United
Nations Institute. We hope they had a great experience!

 

Best,

Ryan Villanueva & Kevin Felix Chan
Co-Founders of Best Delegate and the MUN Institute

mun@bestdelegate.com

(646) 308-1411 

ENGLISH EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS



The MUN Institute is truly global. Students

will debate important global topics with

their classmates, participate in engaging

lessons about the United Nations, and

enhance their English language abilities. 

 

The outcome is that students are more

confident in their public speaking and

English skills! Students learn from the MUN

Mentors, who are the best MUN delegates at

the college level. 

 

After classes each day, participants will meet

other students from the United States and

other countries and expand their global

cultural understanding.

 

Students get daily feedback on their MUN

skills, especially their public speaking skills.

Our MUN Mentors guide students through

MUN simulations, including our end of

program all-day final simulation.

 

2020 MUN Institute English Exchange

programs will take place in Cambridge,

Massachusetts and Boston University from

July 13th – 17th.

 

With groups of 20 or more students, we

happily provide private programs located at

prestigious American universities across the

country, such as Georgetown University,

Berkeley, or UCLA.

Passion.
Professionalism.

Expertise.

SIMULATIONS

Students simulation the United

Nations and along the way,

improve their public speaking,

research, and English language

skills!

EXPERTISE

Our staff consists of full-time

professional Model UN

Instructors, who have taught

Model UN in over 20

countries.

FEEDBACK

Every student receives daily

feedback from their peers

and their MUN Mentor so

they know exactly how to 

 improve each day.

EXPERIENTIAL

At our interactive programs,

students get to experience

college life, enjoy city

exploration, and learn fun

elective lessons! 

register today!
email laurabeth@bestdelegate.com

past students rate our programs
4.8 out of 5

MUN INSTITUTE
ENGLISH EXCHANGE


